As your research & development (R&D) program grows, there’s greater need to maximize your portfolio value while limiting overhead costs. Noblis has extensive experience working with the federal government on both acquisition and R&D program management and we have designed a solution that addresses these specialized requirements. Noblis’ nVision will simplify your process and magnify your impact with workflow process automation.

Whether you’re on a publicly available or classified environment, nVision will meet your needs with its built-in features, that can be tailored to fit your as-is processes. Eliminate time-consuming distributed spreadsheets and emails and consolidate your entire process in one place. nVision is a comprehensive solution to collect proposals, review them and manage funded projects including financials such as expenditure plans, contracts and distributions.

- easily customized
- robust claims-based security
- modern responsive interface on any device

Discover how to streamline workflows and transform the way you manage projects from inception to completion with our secure cloud-based management system.
FEATURES:

**Simplify the collection** of thousands of proposals in an organized, customizable workflow-based system. Create an easier to navigate experience with rich metadata that generates valuable insights into your portfolio.

**Decrease the time** between application and approval, maximizing your ability to achieve your mission goals. Provide reviewers with an intuitive and powerful evaluation tool, build criteria and weights to forgo calculations and simplify reporting.

**Track all project expenditures** across projects, individual organizations and the program. With nVision’s expenditure plans you can see what was planned to be spent, what has been spent and what remains to be spent.

**Harness information** by extracting metadata into customizable dashboards and reporting tools such as Tableau to generate portfolio analytics. No more recreating the same Excel sheet or visual for meetings and program updates.

**Leverage Machine Learning (ML)** using your past selection history to complement your review process. Reviewing proposals is time-consuming and expensive, shorten the review lifecycle and reduce costs with a progressive ML algorithm. (coming soon)

ABOUT NOBLIS

Noblis is a dynamic science, technology, and strategy organization dedicated to creating forward-thinking technical and advisory solutions in the public interest. We bring the best of scientific thought, management, and engineering expertise together in an environment of independence and objectivity to deliver enduring impact on federal missions. Noblis works with a wide range of government clients in the defense, intelligence and federal civil sectors. Together with our wholly owned subsidiary, Noblis ESI, we tackle the nation’s toughest problems and support our clients’ most critical missions.